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Abstract
WS-BPEL is a standard language to model business processes. Control flow is modeled explicitly using links.
Data is passed via shared variables and there is no notion of explicit data links. However, explicit data links
are an important means to reason about business process models. We present an algorithm to derive explicit
data links in WS-BPEL processes. By considering dead
path elimination as defined in WS-BPEL, we reduce the
number of derived data links when compared to existing
approaches that ignore dead path elimination.

1. Introduction
The Web Service Business Process Execution Language (BPEL for short) is a workflow language geared
towards Service Oriented Computing. BPEL provides
basic workflow capabilities, such as the ability to define
the control flow between a set of activities via explicit
links, as well as advanced features such as recovery, fault
handling and event handling. The area of workflow often
requires both, understanding the control flow as well as
the data flow between a set of activities. This aids the
design of business processes as well as their analysis
and reengineering. BPEL, however, has no explicit construct for modeling data flow, but uses variables shared
between activities for that purpose: Activities simply
read from and write to these variables. In order to derive
explicit data links between the activities of a BPEL process, one must therefore perform a data-flow analysis on
that process.
To address this problem, we present an algorithm that
statically determines data links. Mainstream data-flow
analysis techniques are presented in [1,13,14]. However,
these techniques cannot be directly applied to a BPEL
process, since BPEL supports both, parallelism and dead
path elimination (DPE) [15]. DPE is a technique used in

BPEL (as well as many workflow system implementations) to propagate the disablement of activities that can
no longer be executed. While algorithms are presented
that determine data dependencies in BPEL [5, 12], these
algorithms typically produce too many data links. The
algorithm presented in this paper determines explicit
data links and deals with DPE, thus reducing the number
of data links.
Explicit data links are used in [12] to construct a more
precise formal model of the given BPEL process. The
work of [5] uses data links to determine uninitialized
variables. We create a data-flow analysis algorithm for
BPEL to enable splitting BPEL processes based on business needs: A user assigns the activities of a business
process to different partners and the result is a set of
BPEL processes, one for each partner, such that the operational semantics of the original process is maintained.
The splitting of BPEL processes is introduced in [8].
In that work data dependencies are modeled explicitly
in BPEL by using BPEL-D, which is an extension of
BPEL [6].
We present in [7] an algorithm to split standard BPEL
processes. One of the inputs to that algorithm is the
result of data-flow analysis on the BPEL process being
split. A data link between two activities in different
fragments is roughly translated into a message sent from
one fragment to another. Therefore, it is important to
return as few data links as possible in order to minimize
the communication overhead between the partners. This
work relates to [7] in that it provides one specific dataflow analysis algorithm determining the data links in
a BPEL process and providing a small number of data
links due to its treatment of DPE.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 presents the challenges of DPE for data-flow
analysis and section 3 presents an algorithm addressing
the challenges. Section 4 presents the state of the art in
the field of data-flow analysis on BPEL processes and
section 5 draws a conclusion and presents future work.

2. Challenges of DPE
In order to address data-flow analysis in BPEL,
we present a short summary of the behavior of
links and activities focusing on processes where
suppressJoinFailure is set to yes, thus enabling
dead path elimination. Each BPEL activity may have
incoming and/or outgoing links, where each link is associated with a transition condition. If no explicit transition
condition is associated, the default transition condition
is true. A BPEL join condition is a Boolean function over the status of the incoming links of an activity.
Once every incoming link has fired, the join condition
is evaluated. If the join condition evaluates to true,
the activity is executed, and if executed successfully, the
transition conditions of the outgoing links are evaluated.
If the join condition evaluates to false, the activity is
not executed and the status of its outgoing links is set
to false. Regardless of whether the activity is executed or not, the outgoing links are fired and the target
activities visited. This technique is called “dead path
elimination” (DPE), which is explained in detail in [4].
Activities and links not being executed due to DPE are
called dead. It should be noted that the existence of multiple incoming links associated with an activity always
represents a synchronizing join.
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Figure 1. Process with join conditions
Figure 1 presents activities in a BPEL flow. A flow
is a compound activity that contains activities and control dependencies between them (i.e., a directed acyclic
graph). The contained activities are represented as annotated nodes. The annotation shows whether the activity
is reading from the variable x, writing to the variable x,
or neither reading from nor writing to it.
Consider the join condition jc1 . Whether w1x ’s write
reaches r1x depends on the value of join condition jc1 .
Suppose tc1 evaluates to false. Then w2x is marked
as dead and the status of l1 is set to false. If jc1 is a

logical AND over the status of all incoming links, r1x will
be dead and will therefore never read the data written
by w1x . However, w1x can still be a valid writer for a
subsequent read, after r1x : Consider that the status of l4
evaluates to true, leading to r2x being executed even
though w2x and r1x are dead. Since w1x has been executed,
a data link from w1x to r2x must be created.
Now suppose jc1 is instead a logical OR1 . The evaluation of jc1 will always return true, regardless of tc1 ,
since l2 has no explicit transition condition assigned and
a1 is never dead. If tc1 evaluates to false, w2x is dead.
Thus, r1x reads the value written by w1x and not the value
written by w2x .
All in all, explicit data links are dependent on the join
conditions: If jc1 is a logical OR, both w1x and w2x are
possible writers for r1x . If jc1 is a logical AND, w2x is the
only possible writer for r1x .

3. The Algorithm
In the following, we present an algorithm which determines data links in BPEL processes and respects deadpath elimination behavior. The algorithm is based on
the ideas presented in [14], where the control flow is
abstractly interpreted.
To stay close to existing syntax formalizations of
BPEL, our notation is based on the one presented in
[16], where a detailed explanation of the notation can be
found. The used notation is presented in table 1. The
central idea of the formalization is to connect nested
XML elements using a relation HR ⊆ A × A . If c is
an XML child of a flow activity f , then ( f , c) ∈ HR.
Control links specified in a flow activity are explicitly
modeled by the set of control links L . The control
flow is modeled by the control link relation LR ⊂ A ×
L × A , where (p, l, s) ∈ LR denotes that activity p is
connected to activity s by the control link l.

3.1. Handling Complex Types
Variables in BPEL processes are accessed using
queries. Let QV denote the set of all queries for accessing locations in variables. In the context of XPath [17],
such a query is a location path. If the whole variable is accessed, the query is empty (ε). We define
E QV ⊆ V × QV to denote all tuples of variables and
queries on each variable in the given process model. In
the subsequent sections, each element in E QV is called
Q
variable element to ease reading. The set Ew V ⊆ E QV
is the set of all variable elements, which are written by
1 We use the term “jc is a logical OR” as shortcut for “jc is a Boolean
OR function over the status of all incoming links”. Similar for “jc is a
logical AND”.

Table 1. Notations used
Notation

Meaning

Abasic
process
Aflow
A
C
πi (t)
L
LR ⊂ A × L × A
℘(S)
Lin : A → ℘(L )
Lout : A → ℘(L )
jc : A → C ∪ {⊥}

The set of all basic activities
The process element
The set of all flow activities
The set of all activities; A = Abasic ∪ {process} ∪ Aflow
Set of all Boolean conditions
Returns the projection to the ith component of a tuple t
All control links in flow activities
The control link relation
Denotes the power set of a set S
Returns the set of all incoming links of an activity
Returns the set of all outgoing links of an activity
Returns the join condition of the given activity. “⊥” denotes an undefined join
condition defaulting to the logical OR of all incoming links.
The hierarchy relation denoting the nesting of activities. Let h = (p, a) ∈ HR. Then p
is a parent of a. The execution order of activities nested in a flow activity is specified
by the control link relation LR.
Returns the set of all children of the given activity with respect to HR
Returns the set of all transitive children of the given activity with respect to HR
Set of all variables including the variable implictly declared at fault handlers
Set of all queries (i.e., XPath location paths) for accessing locations in variables. QV
includes ‘ε’ to denote “empty query”, i.e., the whole variable is accessed.
The set of tuples of a variable v and a (valid) query q on v
The set of variable elements written by activities
Returns true iff the given activity completely changes the given variable element
and not only parts of it
Returns true iff the given activity or link completely reads the given variable element

HR ⊆ A × A
children : A → ℘(A )
descendants : A → ℘(A )
V
QV
E QV ⊆ V × QV
Q
Ew V ⊆ E QV
w : A × E QV → B
r : A ∪ L × E QV → B

activities.
Let $var be a variable of a complex type and thus
being of the form presented in figure 2. Assume now
three writers w1v , w2v/c , w3v/c in a sequence with following
writes: w1v : $var, w2v/c : $var/car, w3v/c : $var/car.
w3v/c overwrites the data written by w2v/c , but it does not
overwrite all data written by w1v . Thus, w1v is still a
writer to take into account for a subsequent read on
$var, where the data written by w1v and w3v/c has to be
merged.
A writer has to be removed from the set of possible
writers if its written data is overwritten by a subsequent
write (cf. section 3.4). Therefore, every writer writing to
a variable element ve also has to be considered as a writer
to elements being subelements of ve . To formally define

Figure 2. Variable of a complex type

the subelement-relation, we can interpret the structure
of each variable v as a lattice. Assume the comparison
operator of the lattice to be “A”. Then, n A m returns
true iff n is a parent of m in the structure of the variable
v, where n and m are parts of the variable. Thus, A forms
the subelement-relation.
XPath expressions may reference more than one location in the structure of a variable. The presented approach for handling elements in the variable structure
works for single elements only. Therefore, we restrict
XPath queries not to contain any variable reference and
to return exactly one element in a variable.
Assume poss◦ : (A ∪ L ) × E QV → ℘(A ) being the
function returning the set of possible writers for a given
activity or link and variable element during program
execution (cf. section 3.2). An activity is contained in
poss◦ if it completely writes to ve . As shown above, a
read of an activity a on a variable element ve also has
to read all data written to children of ve . Therefore, the
function W6 k : A ∪ L × E QV → ℘(A ) returning the set
of possible writers, including partial writers, is defined

as follows:
W6 k : (x, ve ) 7→ {a0 | a0 ∈ poss◦ (a, v0e ), v0e v v, r(x, ve )}
r : A ∪L ×E QV → B returns true iff the given activity
a directly reads the given variable element ve .

3.2. Static Analysis
The control flow of the BPEL process definition
is abstractly interpreted. Since DPE may only be active within a flow activity, the algorithm handles BPEL
processes including a single flow activity as the only
structured activity. We assume that the Bernstein Criterion [11] holds for the analyzed BPEL process. The
Bernstein Criterion states that there may be no writes
happening in parallel to reads on the same variable.
The idea of the static analysis is to distinguish between three states of a writing activity: possible, disabled
and invalid. A writing activity w is a possible writer at
an activity a if the data written by w can reach a. For example, w2x is a possible writer for r1x in the BPEL process
presented in figure 1. In general, w is a disabled writer
if it is overwritten by a subsequent writer. If the process
execution reaches the activity w2x , w1x gets overwritten
by w2x and thus w1x is disabled. If the join condition jc1
is an AND, w1x will also remain disabled at r1x : If tc1
evaluates to false, w2x is dead. Thus, the status of l1 is
false and jc1 subsequently evaluates to false. Thus,
r1x is dead and will not read the value written by w1x . A
disabled writer can be a possible writer again, which
happens for w1x at r2x , if jc1 is an AND. Since l4 does not
contain an explicit transition condition, the status of l4
is true and the join condition at r2x evaluates to true
even if the status of l3 is false. Thus, the data written
by w1x does not reach r1x , but r2x . A writer can also be
disabled completely and thus become invalid. Assume
tc1 is true. Then w2x always overwrites the value written by w1x and thus w1x is never a possible writer at all
activities following w2x .
To store the state of a writing activity, two lattices
and a Boolean value are used: One lattice for the possible writers, another lattice for the disabled writers, and
one Boolean value for marking the current activity to
be possibly dead due to DPE. The invalid writers are
not stored, since they are not needed to determine the
possible writers. Each lattice is formed in the same way:
Each element of the lattice is a subset of the set of all
activities, and the containment relation forms the lattice
relation. The current state of the writes to the given
variable element is assigned to every link and activity
by the function writes◦ . The function writes• returns the
current states of the writes after the activity or the link

has been interpreted.
writes◦ : (A ∪ L ) × E QV → ℘(A ) ×℘(A ) × B
writes• : (A ∪ L ) × E QV → ℘(A ) ×℘(A ) × B
To ease reading, the following functions are used to
access each tuple element:
poss◦ (x, ve ) := π1 (writes◦ (x, ve )) returns the activities which are possible writes to the variable element ve
at position x in the BPEL process. A position x can be
an activity or a link. “poss” stands for “possible”.
dis◦ (x, ve ) := π2 (writes◦ (x, ve )) returns the activities
which were overwritten by preceding writes from a path
leading from the root to position x. “dis” stands for “disabled”. The writers contained in dis◦ are those writers,
which may get possible writers at a subsequent OR join
as outlined in the example.
mbd◦ (x, ve ) := π3 (writes◦ (x, ve )) returns true iff x
may be not executed due to DPE on a path from any
directly preceding writer (or from the root node if there
is no directly preceding writer) to x. “mbd” stands for
“may be dead”. mbd◦ (x, ve ) is needed to decide if a
writer x disables preceding possible writers or if x makes
them invalid. A writer w is a directly preceding writer if
there is no other writer on the path from w to x.
poss• , dis• , and mbd• are defined on writes• similarly
to poss◦ , dis◦ , and mbd◦ on writes◦ .

3.3. Depth-first Search
The static analysis executes a depth-first search (DFS)
which covers all possible executions. Since each link in
the flow graph is associated with a transition condition,
the DFS visits the links explicitly. A DFS is started for
Q
each variable element ve ∈ Ew V as shown in Algorithm 1.
Variable elements can be analyzed independently from
each other, since BPEL does not support aliasing of
variables. “Aliasing” describes the fact that two variables
can point to the same place in memory.
The DFS is implemented in H ANDLE ACTIVITY and
H ANDLE L INK. H ANDLE L INK visits the control links
and is described in section 3.7. The activities are visited by H ANDLE ACTIVITY, which is presented in AlAlgorithm 1 Analysis of a given BPEL process
procedure A NALYZE P ROCESS M ODEL
Q
Determine Ew V in the given BPEL process model.
Q
for all ve ∈ Ew V do
∀a ∈ A : visited(a) ← false
∀l ∈ L : visited(l) ← false
H ANDLE ACTVITY(process, ve )
end for
end procedure

Algorithm 2 Handling of an activity
procedure H ANDLE ACTIVITY(a,ve )
parentHandled ←
a = process ∨ visited(p), (p, a) ∈ HR
allLinksVisited ←
Lin (a) = 0/ ∨ ∀l ∈ Lin (a) : visited(l)
if parentHandled ∧ allLinksVisited then
visited(a) ← true
writes◦ (a,
ve ) ←

joinLinks(a, ve ) |Lin (a)| > 0
writes◦ (p, ve )
∃p : (p, a) ∈ HR


(0,
/ 0,
/ false)
otherwise
if a ∈ Abasic then
H ANDLE BASIC ACTIVITY(a,ve )
else if a ∈ Aflow then
H ANDLE F LOW(a,ve )
else if a = process then
// Directly handle the contained activity
H ANDLE ACTIVITY(a0 ,ve ), (a, a0 ) ∈ HR
writes• (a) ← writes• (a0 )
end if
for all l ∈ Lout (a) do
H ANDLE L INK(l,ve )
end for
end if
end procedure

gorithm 2. It checks whether all incoming links of the
currently visited activity were handled, and whether the
parent activity was visited. If not, it returns, since the
activity will be reached via all non-visited links or via
the parent activity again. Note that BPEL does not allow
control links to form a cycle. Thus, all incoming links
of an activity can always be visited before the activity
itself. If all incoming links (in case there are any) and
the parent activity (in case there is any) were handled,
the information of the predecessors of the activity has
to be put into writes◦ . If the activity has incoming links,
their information has to be joined, since a real process
execution reaches the activity by these links. The joining
is done by the function joinLinks, which is explained in
the next section 3.4. If the activity has no incoming links,
it may have a parent in the hierarchy tree. If that is the
case, the information of writes◦ of the parent has to be
copied, since the current activity will be started right after the parent activity and thus has the data of the parent
activity available. If the current activity has no incoming links and no parent activity (i.e., it is the process
element itself), writes◦ is initialized to contain no writers. After writes◦ has been determined, the activity itself
is handled by the algorithms for handling the respec-

tive types of activities: H ANDLE BASIC ACTIVITY (section 3.5) to handle basic activities and H ANDLE F LOW
(section 3.6) to handle the flow activity. If other activity
types have to be handled, the respective function has
to be called here. After handling the activity itself, its
outgoing links are traversed by H ANDLE L INK which in
turn calls H ANDLE ACTIVITY for the target of each link.
It is important to note that this is the same order as a
BPEL engine executes the activities in a BPEL process.

3.4. Handling Incoming Links
The function joinLinks : (a, ve ) 7→ (P, D, d) is used
to join the information on the incoming links in Algorithm 2. P, D, and d are defined as follows:
The Set P of Possible Writers Case (1) in Algorithm 3 handles the situation in which the join condition
cannot re-enable any writes. It contains two subcases:
(i) The join condition is a logical AND over all incoming links, (ii) there is only one incoming link and the
join condition does not negate the status of the incoming
link. (i) If the join condition is a logical AND over all
incoming links, and during process execution the status
of at least one incoming link is set to false, the activity itself is not executed. Thus, any disabled writers
cannot be re-enabled. A re-enablement may happen later
as illustrated on activity r2x in figure 1. (ii) If there is
only one incoming link, the current activity can only
be reached over that path. If the join condition does
not negate the status of the incoming link, the target
activity is executed iff the status of the incoming link
is true. In other words, if the status of the incoming
link is false, the activity itself is not executed and thus
any disabled writers cannot be re-enabled at this activity.
If the status of the incoming link is true, the disabled
writers cannot be re-enabled either, since there is no alternative execution path reaching the activity. If the join
condition negates the status of the incoming link, the
Algorithm 3 Determining the set P of possible writers
if (|Lin (a)| = 1 ∧ ¬negateslinkstatus(jc(a))) ∨ jc(a)
is a logical AND
over all incoming links then
[
P←
poss• (l, ve )
(1)
l∈Lin (a)

else
[

P←

poss• (l, ve ) ∪ dis• (l, ve )
(2)

l∈Lin (a)

\

\
l∈Lin (a)

end if

dis• (l, ve )

target activity is executed iff the status of the incoming
link is false. As a consequence, disabled writers may
be re-enabled at the target activity. We use the function
negateslinkstatus : C → B to return true iff the given
join condition negates the status of its incoming link.
Case (2) handles the case where the join can enable
disabled writes. An active incoming link not contained
in the possible dead path from a last possible writer can
set the state of the current activity to active. Therefore,
the data is not taken from the dead writer, but from a
preceding write disabled by the dead writer. For example,
this is the case at r2x in figure 1, where w1x has to be
enabled again.
All in all, disabled writes get enabled again at a join
activity that does not have an AND join condition. The
only exception are writes that are dead during the execution on all paths reaching the current activity. These
writes cannot be enabled again by an incoming path and
thus are not put into P.
The Set D of Disabled Writers The Algorithm 4 for
determining D is similar to the algorithm determining P,
but handles disabled writers instead of enabled ones. If
the join cannot re-enable any writers (case (1)), the set
of disabled writers remains the same. If the join enables
disabled writers (case (2)), D is the set of writers that are
not re-enabled.
Algorithm 4 Determining the set D of disabled writers
if (|Lin (a)| = 1 ∧ ¬negateslinkstatus(jc(a))) ∨ jc(a)
is a logical AND
[ over all incoming links then
D←
dis• (l, ve )
(1)
l∈Lin (a)

else
D←

\
l∈Lin (a)

dis• (l, ve )

(2)

end if

State “Dead” of an Activity (d) An activity a may be
dead on a path from any directly preceding writer (or
from the root node if there is no preceding writer) if the
join condition of a evaluates to false.
The decision logic presented in section 3.5 uses the
value of mbd◦ (a, ve ) to decide whether possible writers
get disabled or invalid: If mbd◦ (a, ve ) is true, then
the possible writers get disabled. Otherwise, they get
invalid. An invalid writer is never revived due to dead
path elimination. Therefore, the set of possible writers
decreases if more writers get invalid. On the other hand,
a writer may never be treated as “invalid” if it can be a
possible writer. Therefore, a one-sided error is acceptable: mbd◦ (a, ve ) may return true, even if it should be

false. But mbd◦ (a, ve ) may never return false, if it
should return true.
We use following approximation to determine
mbd◦ (a, ve ):
i) If the join condition always evaluates to true,
mbd◦ is set to false.
ii) If the join condition contains negations, mbd◦ is set
to true.
iii) Otherwise, the join condition is evaluated with the
negated values of mbd• of each incoming link.
After presenting details of each case, we will show an
example illustrating the one-sided error of this approximation of mbd◦ (a, ve ) at the end of this section.
For case i we define the function alwaystrue : C → B
to return true iff the given condition always evaluates
to true. The function may have a one-sided error: If
the join condition always evaluates to true, alwaystrue
may return false, but not the other way round. One implementation of alwaystrue is to check whether the given
condition equals the string true(). This implementation runs in linear time in the length of the condition.
In the general case, the implementation is in NP: Join
conditions are Boolean formulas over the status of the
incoming links. Thus, checking for always evaluating to
true is equal to check for satisfiability of the negation
of the formula. Since the satisfiability problem is in
NP [3], alwaystrue is also in NP.
For case ii, we define the function negations : C → B
to return true, iff the given join condition contains
negations.
For case iii, we define the semantics operation
[[a, ve ]]jc
¬mbd• . It takes the negated value of mbd• (l, ve )
as the current status of each link l in the join condition
of the given activity a and evaluates the join condition.
This ensures proper handling of the activity with respect
to the directly preceding writers: The join condition of a
does not include any negations. Due to the definition of
mbd• on links, mbd• (l, ve ) is true if l may be dead. If
mbd• (l, ve ) is false, the link is surely not dead from
any path from all directly preceding writers (or the root
node if there is no directly preceding writer). By using
the negated value of mbd• (l, ve ), the status of the link
is reflected: If a link is dead, the status of the link is
false during process execution. If the link is not dead,
the status of the link is true. Note that by using the
negated value of mbd• (l, ve ) we evaluate the join condition in the case in which most links are dead in one
process execution.
We illustrate the use of [[a, ve ]]jc
¬mbd• by the process
presented in figure 3, which is a modified version of
the process presented in figure 1. w1x and w2y write to
different variables x and y. Furthermore w3x,y writes to
both x and y. r1x,y is reading from both x and y. li are

a2
w1x

1

w2y

tc1

1

w3x;y
a1

a3
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r1x;y
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w1x

a1 l1
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w2x
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x < 10

a2 l2
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r1x
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Figure 3. Process illustrating [[a, ve ]]jc
¬mbd•

Figure 4. Illustration of the one-sided error

links with the default transition condition true. w1x and
w3x,y both write to x. Because of the transition condition
tc1 and the AND join on w3x,y , w3x,y can be dead and the
value of w1x reaches r1x,y in that case. On the other hand,
the value written by w2y never reaches r1x,y . If w2y is dead,
w3x,y is dead, too. If w2y is not dead, w3x,y is not dead
either.
Note that we cannot use [[a, ve ]]jc
¬mbd• to handle case ii,
where the join condition contains negations. Assume
that the negation in a join condition of an activity b
is ¬l. Thus, the join condition negates l. Furthermore, assume that mbd• (l, ve ) = true. Recall that
mbd• (l, ve ) = true denotes that there exists a path
from the root node to the current node, which sets
the status of the link l to false, because of DPE.
mbd• (l, ve ) = true does not state that l is dead in all
cases: It is possible, that there are paths, where the status
of the link is true. In a process execution, the activity
b is executed if and only if the status of the incoming
link l evaluates to false. Otherwise, the activity b is
dead.

determination of d. The used approximation only considers the join condition of a and mbd• (l, ve ) of each
incoming link of a. It does not take other information
in account, which may lead to a wrong value of mbd◦ :
Consider the process illustrated in figure 4. Since there
is a transition condition on tc1 , mbd• (tc1 , ve ) = true
as illustrated in section 3.7. This propagates to l1 , where
mbd• (l1 , ve ) = true. Similar for tc1 and l2 . Since one
of the incoming links at w2x may be dead, w2x itself is considered as possibly dead (mbd◦ (w2x , ve ) = true). Thus,
w2x is considered to disable w1x . However, w1x revives
at r1x , because of the OR join. If the whole processing
history is taken into consideration, mbd◦ (w2x , ve ) has to
be set to false: The control flow always reaches w2x
if w1x is executed, since the transition conditions tc1 and
tc2 are mutual exclusive.

[[b, ve ]]jc
• (l, ve )) = ¬(¬(true)) = true
¬mbd• = ¬(¬mbd
{z
}
|
l
|
{z
}
join condition

The negated value of [[a, ve ]]jc
¬mbd• is used in Algorithm 5
to determine d. In our case, ¬[[b, ve ]]jc
¬mbd• = ¬true =
false and thus d would be set to false, which means
that activity b is never dead. This contradicts the fact that
the activity b is executed iff the status of the incoming
link l evaluates to false. Thus, [[a, ve ]]jc
¬mbd• cannot be
used if the join condition of an activity contains negations.
Algorithm 5 presents the algorithmic summary of the
Algorithm 5 Determining whether an activity may be
dead


alwaystrue(jc(a))
false
d ← true
negations(jc(a))


jc
¬[[a, ve ]]¬mbd• otherwise

3.5. Handling Basic Activities
In this section, we describe the handling for basic
activities. The term ‘writing activity’ is used to refer to
activities that can write data (receive, assign, . . . ).
To define writes• (a, ve ), the activity a is checked whether
it writes to the given variable element. We define the
function w : A × E QV → B to state whether the given
activity completely writes to the given variable element.
If an activity a changes a part of a variable element ve
and not the whole variable w(a) returns false. If an
activity a writes to a parent of ve , w(a) returns true,
since the given query completely changes ve .
If a is not a writing activity (empty, wait, . . . ),
writes• (a, ve ) is the identity of writes◦ (a, ve ) (Case (1)
in Algorithm 6).
If a is a writing activity (w(a, ve ) = true) the result
depends on the value of mbd◦ (a, ve ). If mbd◦ (a, ve ) =
true, the possible writes are added to the disabled
writes and a is put as the only writer (Case (2) in Algorithm 6). Recall that mbd◦ (a, ve ) = true denotes that
a may not be executed due to DPE on a path from any
directly preceding writer to a (or from the root node
if there is no directly preceding writer). Assume w to
be a valid preceding writer for an activity a. At the
activity a itself, the write of a is the only valid write,
since a definitely overwrites the write of w if a was exe-

Algorithm 6 Handling a basic activity
procedure H ANDLE BASIC ACTIVITY(a,ve )
writes
 • (a, ve ) ←
writes◦ (a, ve )




 if ¬w(a)
(1)



 ({a}, dis◦ (a, ve ) ∪ poss (a, ve ), false)
◦


if w(a, ve ) ∧ mbd◦ (a, ve )





({a}, dis◦ (a, ve ), false)



if w(a, ve ) ∧ ¬mbd◦ (a, ve )
end procedure

(2)
(3)

cuted. If w was executed, a is not necessarily executed
(mbd◦ (a, ve ) = true) and thus a may not have overwritten the value written by w. Since w can become valid
again at a successor of a, w has to be stored.
In the other case, where mbd◦ (a, ve ) = false, the
possible writes can never be active again and are removed from the set of possible writers and not added to
the set of disabled writers (Case (3) in Algorithm 6).
Assume w being a valid preceding writer for an activity a. If w was executed, a will also be executed
(mbd◦ (a, ve ) = false). If w was not executed, a will
not be executed either. Thus, the write of w is always
overwritten by the write of a and there is no need to store
w.
In both cases (2) and (3), a is a writer to ve . In this
case, a is the starting point of all paths from a to a
subsequent writer. Since a is not dead at the beginning of
all paths starting at a, mbd• = π3 (writes• ) is set false
in cases (2) and (3) in Algorithm 6. It is important to
note that Algorithm 5 and Algorithm 8 ensure that mbd◦
and mbd• are set to true if the activity or the link may
be dead and thus the write of a can survive.

3.6. Handling a Flow Activity
The traversal of the activities nested in a flow activity
starts from the roots of the flow activity. It is important to
note that links may cross the boundary of a flow activity.
Therefore, a root of a flow activity is an activity in the
flow with no incoming links from any activities inside
the flow. The outgoing links of the roots are traversed in
H ANDLE ACTIVITY and thus all activities in the flow get
visited. As soon as H ANDLE ACTIVITY returns, writes•
is defined for all activities contained in the flow. The
information of the flow’s leaf activities has to be joined
into the flow’s writes• . A leaf of a flow is an activity
with no outgoing links to any other activity inside the
flow. It is important to note that mbd• is not constructed
by using mbd• of the leaves, but by using the value of
mbd◦ of the flow: If a flow activity itself is not dead

Algorithm 7 Handling a flow activity
procedure H ANDLE F LOW( f ,ve )
roots ← {a | a ∈ children( f ) ∧
¬∃l : (a0 , l, a) ∈ LR, a0 ∈ descendants( f )}
for all ar ∈ roots do
H ANDLE ACTIVITY(ar ,ve )
end for
leaves ← {a | a ∈ children( f ) ∧
0 ) ∈ LR, a0 ∈ descendants( f )}
¬∃l : (a, l, aS
writes• ( f , ve ) ←
poss• (al , ve ),

S al ∈leaves
al ∈leaves dis• (al , ve ), mbd◦ ( f )
end procedure

at the beginning of its execution, it remains not dead
at the end of the execution, even if all leaves of a flow
activity are dead. The complete handling is presented in
Algorithm 7.

3.7. Handling Links
A control link has exactly one source activity and
one target activity. Therefore, the analysis result of the
source activity can be directly taken as writes◦ . Furthermore, a link l cannot perform a write to a variable but is
associated with a transition condition, which may evaluate to false. The subsequent activity may be dead,
if the source of the link may be dead or if the transition
condition on link l may evaluate to false.
A special case is when a transition condition always
evaluates to true. In this case, the value of mbd◦ is
copied to mbd• , since the transition condition has no influence on whether the subsequent activity may be dead.
In general, it is not possible to check whether a transition
condition always evaluates to true, since the satisfiability of XPath expressions is undecidable [2]. Nevertheless, we reuse the function alwaystrue presented in
section 3.4, but we demand that it returns false if it
cannot determine whether the given XPath expression
is satisfiable. One implementation for alwaystrue is presented in section 3.4: Check whether the given string
equals true(). Using this implementation, the algorithm produces an over-approximation, as illustrated in
section 3.4.
After writes• (l, ve ) is set, the link is marked as visited
and the target activity is visited. The complete handling
is presented in Algorithm 8.

3.8. Explicit Data Links
After
A NALYZE P ROCESS M ODEL
completed,
writes◦ and writes• are defined for all variable elements.
poss◦ (a, ve ) = π1 (writes◦ (a, ve ) returns the set of

Algorithm 8 Handling a link
procedure H ANDLE L INK(l,ve )
a, a0 : (a, l, a0 ) ∈ LR
writes◦ (l, ve ) ← writes• (a, ve )
writes• (l, ve
)←
poss◦ (l, ve ),

 dis◦ (l, ve ),





mbd◦ (l, ve ) ∨ ¬alwaystrue(tc(l))
visited(l) ← true
H ANDLE ACTIVITY(a0 ,ve )
end procedure

possible writers for each given activity and variable
element. As shown in section 3.1, a read of an activity a
on a variable element ve (r(a, ve ) = true) also has to
read all data written to children of ve . A data link is a
tuple (w, z), where w is an activity writing data and z an
activity or a link possibly reading the data written by w.
Thus, the set of all data links in the given BPEL process
DL ⊂ ℘(A × A ∪ L ) is defined as follows:

Table 2. Analysis result for the example process of figure 1 with jc1 set to AND
Activity /
Possible
Disabled
May Be
Link
Writers
Writers
Dead
(poss◦ )
(dis◦ )
(mbd◦ )
w1x
0/
0/
false
link with tc1
{w1x }
0/
false
w2x
{w1x }
0/
true
l1
{w2x }
{w1x }
false
a1
0/
0/
false
l2
0/
0/
false
r1x
{w2x }
{w1x }
false
l3
{w2x }
{w1x }
false
a2
0/
0/
false
l4
0/
0/
false
r2x
{w1x , w2x }
0/
false
process for one ve is O(n2 ), where n is the number of
links in the flow activity. Since the depth-first search
is started for each ve ∈ E QV , the overall complexity is
O( E QV · n2 ).

DL := {(w, z) | z ∈ A ∪ L , w ∈ poss◦ (z, v0e ),
v0e v ve , r(z, ve ) = true}
This paper provides data links for analysis purposes.
Using them to replace BPEL’s shared variable behavior at runtime requires further specification of runtime
semantics.

3.9. Algorithm Applied
Table 2 presents the result of the data-flow algorithm
applied to the example process of figure 1 having jc1
set to AND. Note that the process of figure 1 contains
a single variable x of a simple type. poss◦ (r1x ) = {w2x }
denotes that w2x is the only possible writer for r1x .
The complexity of the algorithm depends on the implementation of alwaystrue and the checking of “jc is
a logical AND over all incoming links”. In the general case, alwaystrue cannot be implemented. If the
requirements on the implementation are lowered, both
alwaystrue and the checking for an AND join run in
linear time in the number of links. Then, the limiting
factor of the algorithm is the set of possible and the set
of disabled writers. In the worst case, the flow is a graph
where the activities are ordered sequentially and each
link takes a transition condition. Then, poss• (l, ve ) contains all predecessors and has to be copied to poss◦ (a, ve )
at each activity. For a graph with n activities, this happens 0 + 1 + · · · + n − 2 + n − 1 = 12 n(n − 1) = O(n2 )
times. Since the number of the activities is less than
the number of links, the complexity of the analysis the

4. Related Work
Current data-flow analysis algorithms do not explicitly deal with “graph-based programs”, but deal with
traditional “structured programs”. Thus, current approaches that take BPEL as input treat control links as a
special case: The work of [12] transforms BPEL into a
Concurrent Static Single Assignment Form (CSSA, [10])
representation. The complexity of this transformation
is O(|V | · n2 ), where V denotes the set variables and n
denotes the number of nodes. In the case of sequential
execution of activities in a flow activity, their algorithm
returns too many possible writers. For example, if their
algorithm is applied to the example presented in figure 1
with jc1 being an AND, the algorithm returns {w1 , w2 }
as the set of possible writers for r1x . Our algorithm is
more precise and returns w2x as the only possible writer
for r1x . Their algorithm treats each activity with incoming links as an if statement with the join condition
as branching condition. The activity is executed if the
branching condition evaluates to true. An artificial
joining node (called “Phi-node”) after the if statements
joins the information from both paths. As a result, each
activity in a flow can be skipped in the abstract interpretation, regardless of the structure of the graph. This
does not reflect the idea of dead path elimination, where
the dead status propagates through the graph. The work
of [5] is based on the work of [14] and provides data-flow
equations for BPEL activities. However, it does not consider transition conditions, join conditions and dead path

elimination. Both [5] and [12] do not deal with complex
types and thus offer room for improvement besides dead
path elimination.
Full technical details of the algorithm are described in
our technical report [9]. In addition, the technical report
describes the transformation of poss◦ to the required
input of the splitting algorithm described in [7].
It is shown in [2] that it is undecidable whether a
given XPath expression is satisfiable. Since standard
BPEL allows arbitrary XPath expressions to be used
as transition conditions, it follows immediately that an
exact determination of data links in BPEL processes is
undecidable. Nevertheless, the result of our algorithm
is an improvement in comparison to other approaches,
since the algorithm strictly follows the semantics of DPE
and can handle complex types.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we motivated that algorithms for dataflow analysis on BPEL processes should be aware of
dead path elimination. Our presented algorithm allows
for determining data links in BPEL processes, where
dead path elimination is activated. We showed how join
conditions can be used to reduce the number of possible
writers for an activity.
H ANDLE ACTIVITY allows for adding handling of arbitrary structured activities besides the described flow
activity. Adding handling of other structured activities
is part of our ongoing work. Of particular interest are
fault handlers designed for catching a joinFailure
which is thrown if dead path elimination is not active.
Thus, future work will provide a complete algorithm to
determine data links in arbitrary BPEL processes.
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